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Wordly wise book 5 lesson 11 answers

It is a Powerpoint for use with Wordly Wise 3000 Book 5 lesson 11. Wordly wise is a wonderful curriculum to teach children vocabulary words! This Powerpoint includes all 15 words from the lesson with definitions as well as pictures to depict each word. Also included fill the empty review questions. I have this Powerpoint to use in my classroom and hope that
you find it useful as well! The words for this lesson are: Accelerate Height Anxious michael McCarthy Confidence Contact experimentation Michael McCarthy Maximum methods Nonchalant Continue Michael McCarthy Solo stallStandardsDetermine or explains the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and phrases by using context clues, the
analysis of meaningful word parts, and consulting general and specialized reference material, as appropriate. Determine or explain the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on Grade 6 reading and content, choosing flexible from a variety of strategies. Determine or explain the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on Grade 5 reading and content, choosing flexible from a variety of strategies. Determine or explain the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on Grade 4 reading and content, choosing flexible from a variety of strategies. accelerate moves faster height above sea level or above earth's surface
anxiously causing or fraught with or showing nervousness a vaguely unpleasant emotion in anticipation of an accident brakes a support that steadys or strengthens something else a support that viewpoints or strengthen something else refreshing or refreshing confidence that or marked by insurance confidence in yourself and your abilities contact the act of
physically eradicating feeling extreme happiness or elation exultant joyful and proud , especially due to triumph or success hangs a structure where aircraft can be stored and maintained maximum the largest or most complete or best possible methodical characterized by orderline nonchalant characterized by casual unconception or indifference going
forward; travel in time or space saunter runs quietly and with no apparent purpose solo any activity performed alone without a help stall a small area set off for special use
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